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The Catholic Education Service (CES) for England and Wales has reiterated concerns that
Religious Education will remain relegated among academic subjects, after plans to introduce the
English Baccalaureate were scrapped.

Michael Gove, the Education Secretary, had planned to introduce an English Baccalaurate
Certificate (EBC) for five core subjects, excluding Religious Education, but it was announced last
week that plans for the EBC would not proceed after all.

A statement from the CES said that under new proposals RE would still not be given sufficient
importance. It said that the Catholic Education Service was "disappointed that Religious Education
remains effectively relegated to outside the 'core' under these proposals when it is at the very heart
of the curriculum in every one of our more than 2,000 schools in England."

It continued: "GCSE RE is a valuable and worthwhile subject, but it could be better, and we hope to
be able to work with Ofqual and Examination Boards to ensure that it becomes so."

The statement added: "We welcome the announcement today by the Secretary of State for
Education concerning the reform of qualifications at 16. It is clear that the government's own
consultation regarding examination reform showed broad consensus, accepting the need for reform
yet rejecting the initial proposals for that reform. That the Secretary of State proposes to reform
exams 'with the help of school and university leaders' is particularly welcome. Working closely with
education professionals will help ensure that any reform will enjoy the widest possible support and
confidence."
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Rethink RE

We need a new subject to teach children about worldviews, citizenship and ethics.
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Related Articles

NSS: Ofsted research shows RE is “a hopeless case”

Ofsted says subject "continues to wilt", with some schools teaching "little discernible RE". Read
More »

Response unit needed to tackle blasphemy flashpoints,
report says

Recommendations echo NSS calls for more support for schools facing religious intimidation and
threats. Read More »

Remove religious barriers to inclusion in NI schools, paper
says

"Little change" in school religious composition for over two decades, research finds Read More »

Peer calls for more secular democracy in RE debate

Lord Warner challenges prayers in parliament and schools, bishops' bench, and faith schools.
Read More »

NSS highlights religious barriers to inclusive education in NI

NSS response to inquiry calls for more integrated schools and more secular education system in
Northern Ireland. Read More »
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